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The Permanent Mission of the Islamic Republic of Iran to the United Nations Office and other International Organizations in Geneva presents its compliments to the Office of the United Nations High Commissioner for Human Rights, and with reference to the note: UA IRN 19/2014 dated 2 October 2014, has the honor to submit herewith the response of the Islamic Republic of Iran with regard to Mr. Sayed Hossein Kazemeyni Boroujerdi case.

The Permanent Mission of the Islamic Republic of Iran to the United Nations Office and other international organizations in Geneva avails itself of this opportunity to renew to the Office of the United Nations High Commissioner for Human Rights, the assurances of its highest consideration.
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Geneva, 9 February 2015

Office of the United Nations High Commissioner for Human Rights (OHCHR)
Palais des Nations
CH-1211 Geneva 10
Fax: 022.917.90.08
The following information has been provided by the "High Council for Human Rights of the Judiciary of the I.R. of Iran" and the "State Prison and Security and Corrective Measures Organization":

Mr. Sayed Hossein kazemeyni Boroujerdi was arrested on charge of acting against internal security of the State including creating disturbance and perpetration, performing destructive actions, encouraging and stimulating the use of weapons, arson and damaging the public property and beating citizens.

After due process and hearing the defenses of the defendant and his lawyer, Mr. kazemeyni was sentenced to 11 year imprisonment. Subsequently, the issued verdict has been confirmed by the Appeal Court. Right now, he is serving his sentence in Evin prison in Tehran and the alleged issuing a new death verdict is untrue and refuted. He also enjoys all the health facilities and welfare privileges, telephone access to contact outside the prison and meets his family weekly and privately.

To be examined and complete the treatment, he has also been sent to city hospitals (one time to the Taleghani Hospital and four times to Shahid Modares Hospital) and according to the last examination done by the prison's physician, no special health problem has been reported.

With regard to the information above-mentioned, it is expected the communication sent by the office would be clarified.